
Medjool Date Plant Care Instructions

Planting
Dig a hole with a garden shovel or backhoe digger the same depth as the root ball of the
purchased Medjool date palm. Making the hole slightly shallower than the root ball is fine,
but no more than 40 percent of the root ball should be above the average soil line at the top of
the hole. Definitely plant the palm higher in soils that are heavy, like clay or organic-rich
loams.

Set the palm in the hole. For container-grown plants, slide the palm out of the container and
place into the hole.

Upright the palm in the hole, checking the placement and height of the root ball. Add or
remove soil as needed from the base of the hole to rock the palm into the right depth.
Replace soil around the base of the palm, tamping the soil in firmly to instantly stabilize the
palm as more soil is used to fill the hole. Heavy soils should not be packed or tamped as
firmly as more friable sandy soils.
Fill the hole to 90 percent and then add water to the hole with a garden hose or series of
buckets. This initial watering eliminates air pockets in the soil as compacts the soil particles
so the palm rests firmly.

Move the remaining soil into the hole once the water soaks in. Taper and mound the soil
around the root ball, but do not bury the swollen base of the trunk under soil. Creating a small
berm or moat around the base of the root ball will help retain irrigation water as the palm
establishes over the next 6 to 12 months.

The date palm will prosper if given appropriate amounts of fertilizer rich in nitrogen in spring
and summer when soil temperatures are warmest and root and frond growth is most active.
Continue to water the root ball of the newly transplanted palm for the first growing season.
Soil should remain slightly dry to moist, never bone dry or soggy wet. In winter, reduce
watering so that the soil is slightly drier than the watering regime you did in the growing
season. In general, cold winters with wet soil conditions are not favourable for date palm
survival.

Remove palm fronds only when then turn brown and dry. Premature cutting of healthy green
fronds robs the palm of food and can lead to poorer health, increased susceptibility to pests or
diseases and can lead to nutrient deficiencies. Yellowing fronds are good to retain since the
nutrients are drained from the dying fronds and used elsewhere in the plant.



Care Tips for a Date Palm Tree

Your date palm may take a few years to grow into a tree. Before it becomes a fruit-bearing
palm, you will need to follow these tips to take care of your date tree.
Keep your plant in full sun. Place the pot with your date palm seedling in a warm spot that
gets plenty of direct sunlight. If it is warm and sunny outside, you can move your container
outside. Date palms need full sun and warm temperatures to grow, preferably in dry heat or
humidity.

Water your plant liberally. Date palms need plenty of water as they’re being established.
Check the soil regularly to make sure that it’s not becoming too dry. When the top two inches
are dry, water your palm.

Re-pot your palm as it grows. As your palm grows, it will need to be repotted to
accommodate its growing roots. Once your palm outgrows its pot, carefully remove the plant,
protecting its root structure, and plant it in a larger pot prepared with potting soil.
Plant your date palm in the garden, if you live in a friendly climate. Once your date palm has
reached the size of a tree, you can plant it in your garden if you live in a climate that doesn’t
have a cold winter. Dig a hole big enough for your palm's root structure to plant your palm.
Remember that date palms can grow as high as 50 feet, so make sure your palm has room to
expand.
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